
8-Outlet Foldable Power Strip with 1 Pivot, 120V,
12A, 15-ft. Cord, 5-15P, 24 in.
MODEL NUMBER: PSF2408

  

 

Description
The PSF2408 provides a 12-amp, 120v power strip with 8 standard NEMA 5-15 outlets in a rugged, all-metal, mountable housing that folds in the middle. It

allows for both vertical and horizontal mounting with additional mounting clips to ensure the pivot stays in place. The PSF2408 is ideal for a variety of uses

including office, rack-mount, workbench, industrial and telecom applications. With a NEMA 5-15P, 15-ft. power cord, you don't have to install it next to outlets

you already have; it can be mounted across the room and deliver reliable power where you need it most. With a foldable center pivot, the PSF2408 can go

around corners, be used by more than 1 person, and fit in smaller spaces. A lighted and covered On/Off switch helps prevent accidental shut-offs, while a

12-amp circuit breaker guards against dangerous circuit overloads. Its sturdy all-metal extruded aluminum housing stands up to demanding network, laboratory

or factory environments. 

Features
Multi-Outlet, Foldable Power Distribution: Featuring 8 outlets compatible with all standard electrical equipment, the PSF2408 is an ideal solution for

applications or locations that require power to many devices simultaneously. With a foldable center pivot, the PSF2408 can go around corners, be used by

more than 1 person, and fit is smaller spaces. The 24-in. housing spaces the outlets 2.48 inches apart from center to center, allowing enough room for most

AC adapters and transformers.

Vertical or Horizontal Mounting: With vertical or horizontal installation, a rugged housing and plenty of outlets, Tripp Lite's PSF2408 is ideal for point-of-sale

and retail display applications as it provides reliable, consistent power service for multiple devices. Tripp Lite's power outlet strips can also be used in home

office, workbench and rack enclosure applications. The included mounting hardware allows the PSF2408 to be installed wherever reliable, multi-outlet power

distribution is required. Extra mounting clips ensure the pivot stays in place.

Extra Long Power Cord: Install the PSF2408 far away from its power source and provide power distribution to previously un-powered areas with the extra

long, 15-ft. power cord. The PS2408 can be mounted in a different area, or a completely different room from where it draws AC power, putting you in control of

getting reliable power service where you need it most.

Premium Safety Features: The lighted On/Off switch features a translucent cover that eliminates accidental shut-offs while still allowing you to see whether

the PSF2408 is operational with a glance. A built-in, 12-amp circuit breaker prevents dangerous circuit overloads that could damage equipment. The breaker

immediately shuts off AC input to the PS2408 when it detects that the equipment load is drawing too much power.

Highlights
Foldable, single pivot 24-in

mountable housing

8 standard NEMA 5-15R outlets

and a 15 ft. power cord

Lighted, covered On/Off switch

and 12-amp circuit breaker

Sturdy construction and

heavy-duty, all-metal housing

Package Includes
PSF2408

Mounting hardware

Instruction manual
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immediately shuts off AC input to the PS2408 when it detects that the equipment load is drawing too much power.

Heavy-Duty Housing: The PSF2408's rugged, all-metal housing is durably constructed making it a great solution for industrial, retail display and workbench

applications. 

Specifications

OUTPUT

Frequency Compatibility 50 / 60 Hz

Output Receptacles (8) 5-15R

Output (Watts) 1500

Circuit Breaker (amps) 12

Outlet Spacing 1.18 in 1st segment and 2.25 is second segment

Right-Angle Outlets No

INPUT

Nominal Input Voltage(s) Supported 120V AC

Input Connection Type Nema 5-15P

Input Plug Features Black

Input Cord Length (ft.) 15

Input Cord Length (m) 4.572

Input Cord Gauge Type 14/3 SJT

Voltage Compatibility (VAC) 120

USER INTERFACE, ALERTS & CONTROLS

Switches Lighted 2 position switch controls power to all outlets

Locking Switch Cover Transparent on/off switch cover prevents accidental turn-off

PHYSICAL

Unit Dimensions (hwd / in.) 1.26 x 1.62 x 24.94

Unit Dimensions (hwd / cm) 3.20 x 4.11 x 63.65

Unit Weight (lbs.) 2.88

Unit Weight (kg) 1.31

Material of Construction Aluminum

Included Mounting Accessories Includes mounting clips

Receptacle Color Black

Color (AC Line Cord) Black
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Form Factors Supported Supports vertical or horizontal mounting in rack enclosures, raceways and a variety of other applications

CERTIFICATIONS

Certifications UL 60950

cUL / CSA (Canada) Yes

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) Lifetime limited warranty

© 2017 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does

not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tripp Lite uses primary and third-party agencies to test its products for compliance with standards. See a list of Tripp Lite's testing agencies: 

https://www.tripplite.com/products/product-certification-agencies
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